
The legal profession is one of the most document heavy in the world. Case files,

emails, photographs, contracts personal documents like ID and passports; all need

processing, storing and accessing in a secure and compliant manner. Not to

mention HR, accounts and other departments vital for running your business.

It's a monumental manual task but with a document management system legal

firms and solicitors can benefit from automated document storage and workflow

automation, leading to a more efficient and more profitable business.

Our software, DocuWare, can integrate with your existing case management

software, providing additional features such as tasks, alerts, version control and

digital approvals and ensuring the right documents reach ONLY the right people

automatically.

It's easy to use, secure and cost effective.
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Secure and compliant document access on and off-site

Centralised storage of all documents

Reduced or eliminated paper-based processes, reducing loss and increasing

efficiency

Automated, interdepartmental processes

Digital storage of all kinds of documents, including photographs, drawings,

PDFs and more

Version control for case documents that are regularly updated by multiple

people over time

Case documents assigned by case number to relevant people automatically
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Why does the legal profession use DocuWare?
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The Law Society

Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA)

Bar Council

Chartered Institute of Legal Executives (CILEX)

Chartered Institute of Trademark Attorneys (CITMA)

Chartered Institute of Patent Attorneys (CIPA)

Intellectual Property Regulation Board

Council for Licensed Conveyancers

Association of Costs Lawyers, and more

Your profession relies heavily on documentation so efficient handling and secure,

compliant storage are vital to protect both you and your clients.

Our software will ensure you comply with the regulations stipulated by:

We will design a system for you that will maximise efficiency, reduce paper use and

handling and increase productivity and profit for your organisation.
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